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Abstract 
 

An end-to-end simulation has been conducted in order to 

verify the performance of the pulsar search (PSS) signal 

chain for the Square Kilometre Array Phase-1 (SKA1) 

Central Signal Processor (CSP) for the Mid Telescope. 

This simulation considered combined signal chains in the 

Mid Correlator Beamformer (CBF) and the Pulsar Search 

Engine (PSSE). A frequency-domain method has been 

developed to generate the test vectors containing the 

simulated pulses with given spin periods, dispersion 

characteristics and power. The generated test vectors are 

first processed by the model for the Pulsar Search (PSS) 

Beamforming for the Mid CBF. The resultant PSS power 

beams are then processed by the model for Mid.PSSE, 

which determines the parameters of the pulsars, if any such 

signals are present. The simulation results confirm that the 

proposed signal chain for Mid.CBF and Mid.PSSE meets 

the requirements.  

 

1 Introduction 
 

The Square Kilometre Array (skatelescope.org) telescope 

will be the largest ‘radio’ telescope in the World, observing 

at frequencies in the range 50 MHz to 15.4 GHz. In phase 

1 (SKA1) of the Mid-frequency telescope there will be 197 

dishes distributed in an area of diameter 160 km in the 

Karoo region of South Africa. Some of the major science 

goals of the SKA include searches for gravitational waves 

and strong-field tests of gravity, in order to further test 

general relativity. Strong-field tests of gravitational physics 

can be accomplished by timing pulsars that are in binary 

systems with massive companions, such as black holes [1]. 

These pulsar-black hole binary systems have never been 

observed before, and hence are thought to be very rare. 

Finding these systems will not merely require the 

sensitivity of the SKA, but also an extensive search for 

pulsars. In the roughly 50 years since pulsars were 

discovered [2], less than 30001. have been found [3] Given 

the projected sensitivity of SKA1 Mid, we expect to 

discover between 20000 to 30000 pulsars, a factor of 10 

more than the current population in only a few years. 

Therefore, the pulsar search required for the SKA needs to 

                                                 
1
 ATNF Pulsar Catalogue: 

www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/ 

achieve an unprecedented level of speed, automation, and 

sophistication. 

 

In order to verify that the proposed signal chain 

configurations meet the requirements, models of the signal 

chains have been developed for all the signal processing 

subsystems of SKA1, including the Mid.CBF [4] and the 

Mid.PSSE [5]. These models for the subsystems use the 

test vectors generated specifically to test the particular 

requirements of each subsystem [6, 7]. For example, in the 

Mid CBF, the sensitivity of PSS and PST beams were 

determined by cross-correlating the channelized beams 

against the channelized ideal signal [4]. On the other hand, 

in Mid.PSSE, pulses are generated using pulsar-simulation 

software2, based on an open-source pulsar-search software 

suite [8], in order to verify the accuracy of algorithms used 

to determine the spin period, dispersion characteristics, and 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of detected pulsar candidates.  

 

As a part of the system critical design review of the SKA 

Telescope, an end-to-end model has been developed by 

combining signal processing models for subsystems such 

as the DISH, Mid.CBF and Mid.PSSE, etc. Here, we 

describe the combined models for Mid.CBF PSS 

beamforming and Mid.PSSE and the simulations 

conducted to verify that the requirements are met. 

 

2 End-to-End Signal Chain Model 
 

The main signal processing blocks of the end-to-end signal 

chain for PSS are shown in Figure 1. One of the key 

features of this model is the signal generator that generates 

test sequences containing dispersed pulses that are delayed 

accordingly, as if these are emanating from an off-

boresight pulsar and received by dishes at specific 

locations. The generation of dispersed pulses for the test 

sequences is explained in detail in Section 3. 

 

These test sequences are processed by the model for the 

PSS beamforming signal chain for Mid.CBF shown in 

Figure 1. Note that with Sample Clock Frequency Offset 

(SCFO) [9] sampling each of these sequences is having a 

different sampling rate. As shown there, the wideband 

2
 PSS Test Vector Generator: gitlab.com/ska-telescope/ 

pss-test-vector-generator 



 

 

signal is first processed by the wideband bulk delay 

corrector. In this module most of the geometric propagation 

delay [10] is taken out. Following bulk delay correction, 

the wideband signal is processed by a Digital Down 

Convertor (DDC) [11] extracting ~330 MHz band from the 

wideband signal. The central ~300 MHz of this band is 

‘spectrally pure’, that is the leaked spectral components 

through the stopband are attenuated at least by 60 dB. The 

extracted band is first analyzed for RFI and then processed 

by the ReSampler that consists of fractional-delay filter-

bank [11] and phase modulator. The ReSampler corrects 

the remaining geometric propagation delay and resamples 

the signal sequence into the common sample rate of 

330.30144 Msps. The resampled sequence is then 

segmented into 4096 channels by the PSS channelizer [11]. 

The central 3687 channels containing the spectrally pure 

300 MHz band are first analyzed for RFI and processed by 

the PSS Beamformer. For each channel, the PSS 

Beamformer applies the phase-rotations required to steer 

the beams at the specific directions and adds the 

corresponding channels from multiple antennas forming 

‘voltage’ beams. The magnitudes of these ‘voltage’ beams 

are squared to form ‘power’ beams. 

 

These power beams are first read into the Mid.PSSE by the 

receptor module (RCPT), which unpacks the data from 

Mid.CBF3. Once unpacked, the power beams are 

dedispersed by the dedispersion transform module (DDTR) 

at many trial dispersion measures4 (DMs), as the test 

sequences processed by the Mid.CBF are dispersed at an a 

priori unknown DM. For a given trial DM, this module 

shifts each channel in time by � ∙ �� ∙ �����, where ��� is 

the center frequency of the channel and � is the dispersion 
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 Note that the Mid.PSSE signal chain differs from the 

PSS pipeline to be implemented in Mid CSP in that it 

lacks some processing modules; these missing modules 

constant 	 4.15 � 1015 Hz2cm3pc [12]. Once the 

channels have been appropriately shifted, all of the 

channels are added together, producing a time series 

representing power as a function of time; there is one time 

series produced for each DM searched. These dedispersed 

times series are sent on to the folding module (FLDO). 

Here, each dedispersed time series is first Fourier-

transformed. As the data in the dedispersed time series are 

real-valued, the resulting spectra are symmetric, and only 

half of the spectra are saved. These frequency spectra are 

searched for peaks, by looking for frequency bins where 

the power exceeds some threshold. In the full PSS pipeline, 

each Fourier bin is added to many of its harmonically 

related frequency bins, in order to detect signals that have 

too little power in their fundamental to be detectable above 

the noise. This is because, in general, each pulsar pulse has 

a low duty cycle within a spin period, so the power at the 

spin frequency of the pulsar is spread over many 

harmonics. In the Mid.PSSE, once the Fourier spectra have 

been searched, the dedispersed time series, from which a 

particular Fourier spectrum was created, is folded at the 

period relating to the frequency of the strongest bin in the 

Fourier spectrum. The SNR of the peak of each folded 

pulse for each dedispersed time series are compared, and 

the DM resulting in a folded pulse with the highest SNR is 

considered the real DM. 

 

3 Generating Dispersed Pulses 
 

A frequency-domain method [13] has been used to 

generate coherent wideband test sequences that are used to 

verify the performance of Mid.CBF sub-element [4]. These 

sequences contain sampled aperiodic Gaussian-distributed 

pseudo-random signals that correspond to a celestial point 

source. Due to the limitations in the computational 

resources, the maximum length of the wideband test 

sequence that can be generated at a time is approximately 

65 million samples. Given that the sampling rate is ~4 

Gsps, this corresponds to a signal duration of 16.3 ms. 

However, the output samples corresponding to partially 

filled signal processing pipelines are considered ‘invalid’ 

and therefore, have to be removed before the integration or 

beamforming. This takes out another few microseconds 

worth of integration time. Therefore, in order to conduct an 

integration or form a beam for a longer duration, multiple 

test sequences containing ~65 million samples are 

processed through the signal chains of Mid.CBF and the 

invalid outputs are discarded before the integration or the 

beam-sum. 

 

A similar method has been used to generate the dispersed 

pulses corresponding to a given DM, spin period (���) and 

occupying a certain frequency range ���, ��]. Following 

[12], the delay between the arrival of spectral components 

mainly deal with interference and are not required in the 

end-to-end test to verify the performance requirements 

4
Dispersion Measure (DM) is the integrated column 

density of electrons along the path of propagation. 

 

Figure 1. The signal chain model for PSS. This is consisted 

of the cascading signal chain models of the Mid.CBF PSS 

beamforming and the PSSE. 



 

 

corresponding to frequencies �� and �� of a pulse that has 

been propagating through the interstellar medium (ISM) is 

given by 

� � � ∙ ��  1
�!2

" 1
�#

2$. (1) 

An example of the distribution of spectral components of 

several dispersed pulses containing spectral components in 

the band % ∈ ��� , ��( during the observed time interval ) ∈
���, �*( is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Given that the group delay �+%,, and phase delay -+%,, are 

related such that �+%, ≜  "1
2/ ∙ 0-+%,

0% , it can be shown that 

the phase delay of a dispersed pulse is given by  

-+%, � 2/ ∙ � ∙ ��
% . (2) 

Hence, the spectrum of a dispersed pulse that is shifted by 

) � �1  is 

2+%, � 3+%, ∙ 45�6∙71∙18
9 :9∙;<=, (3) 

where 3+%, is the magnitude spectrum of the pulse. The 

inverse-Fourier transform of 2+%, results in a time series 

of the ‘dispersed pulse’. 

 

The linearity of Fourier and inverse-Fourier transforms 

[14] is exploited in generating ‘dispersed pulse trains’, 

modeling the pulsar signals received by the dishes in the 

SKA1 Mid. For efficient evaluation of the sampled 

sequences of the dispersed pulses, the discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT) methods [13, 14] are used. However, one 

of the key issues to consider here is that the inverse discrete 

Fourier transform (IDFT) produces a periodic sequence 

and thereby the dispersed-pulse can ‘wrap around’. 

Considering the example shown in Figure 2, using the 

expression for a delayed dispersed pulse given in (3), the 

combined spectrum, 2;+%,, of the dispersed pulse-train for 

the duration ) ∈ ��� , �*( can be expressed as 

2;+%, � 2>+%, ? 2@+%,                                                 

?3+%, ∙ 45�6∙71∙18
9 :9∙+;A�;B,= ∙ C 45�6D9;BE

�

DFG
, (4) 

where 2>+%, and 2@+%, are the spectra of the left-most and 

right-most dispersed pulses in Figure 2, respectively. Note 

that 2>+%, can be expressed as 

2>+%, � 3>+%, ∙ 45�6∙71∙18
9 :9+;A�;BE�;B,=, (5) 

where 3>+%, � 0 for % ∈ �� ́�, ��(. This prevents the IDFT 

of the dispersed pulse to appear in the region ) ∈
��* " +�G " ���,, �*(. Similarly, 2@+%, can be expressed 

as 

2@+%, � 3@+%, ∙ 45�6∙71∙18
9 :9+;A:I;BE�;B,=, (6) 

where 3@+%, � 0 for % ∈ ��� , � ́�(. This prevents the IDFT 

of the dispersed pulse to appear in the region of ) ∈ ��� , �G(. 
 

The spectrogram of a series of dispersed pulses in the 

SKA1 Band 2 (i.e. % ∈ �0.96, 1.76( GHz) [6], generated 

using the aforementioned method with �� = 1 cm�Ipc and 

��� � 0.0015 s, within ) ∈ �0.0210, 0.0335( s is shown in 

Figure 3. Note that there is no ‘wrapping around’ of the 

dispersed pulses at ) � �� or ) � �*. 

 

The spectrum 2;+%,, of the dispersed pulse train as 

specified in (4) is combined with the method proposed in 

[13] to generate the sample sequences having the 

corresponding time varying delays as received by the 

SKA1 Mid dishes at specific locations tracking an off-

boresight pulsar. 

 

4 Simulation Results 
 

The end-to-end simulation of the PSS signal chain for 

Mid.CBF consists of two parallel branches of signal chains, 

performing ‘unquantized’ and ‘quantized’ signal 

processing [4, 5]. At the end, the SNRs of each of the 
folded pulses evaluated in the two branches are compared. 

This quantifies the ‘loss of sensitivity’ [10] due to the 

quantization at the input as well as the requantization at 

each signal processing module along the signal chain. 

These measurements are used in determining whether the 

proposed hardware architecture for PSS combining the 

Mid.CBF and the Mid.PSSE is capable of meeting the 

requirements [6,7].  

 

For the following two simulations, the signal chain model 

was configured so that the power beams are formed 

combining the two signals received by two SKA1 Mid 

dishes that are positioned 20 km apart from each other 

along an east-west baseline. These two elements were 

observing the frequency range % ∈ �1.4, 1.7( GHz in SKA1 

Band 2 and tracking a pulsar at the delay-center on the sky 

at V� = 0° declination and W� = 75° right ascension at the 

sidereal rate. It has been shown that this results in the 

worst-case sensitivity loss [4].  

 

For this initial test, the test sequences were generated as 

specified in Section 3 with DM = 55 cm�Ipc and ��� = 

0.025 s; both of these parameters were unknown to the 

Figure 2. An example of the distribution of spectral 

components of dispersed pulses with respect to observed 

time.  



 

 

Mid.PSSE during the processing. Note that the generated 

test sequences did not contain any added receiver noise. 

This test vector is then processed by the ‘unquantized’ 

signal chain, whereas in ‘quantized’ signal chain, the test 

vector is optimally quantized to 12-bits before processing. 

After running these two data sets through the two branches 

of the signal model, both produced a pulsar candidate with 

a DM of 55 cm�Ipc and a spin period of 0.025 s, exactly 

matching the input parameters. In order to determine the 

effect of the quantization caused by channelization in 

Mid.CBF, the SNR of the folded pulse from each data set 

was evaluated and compared. Here, the SNR of the folded 

pulse measured by the quantized signal chain was 98% of 

the SNR achieved in the unquantized signal chain, which 

is well within the requirements [7]. 

 
A second test was carried out, this time including noise in 

both the quantized and unquantized input test sequences. 

The processing of both sequences with the two branches of 

the signal chain yielded a pulsar candidate with a DM of 45 

cm�Ipc and a spin period of 0.0625 s, again exactly 

matching the input parameters. In this case, the peak SNR 

of the folded pulse achieved with the quantized signal chain 

was 99% the SNR of the folded pulse detected in the 

unquantized signal chain. 

 

5  Conclusions 

 

The combined signals chain of the Mid.CBF and 

Mid.PSSE is verified through simulations. A frequency-

domain method has been used in generating the dispersed 

pulses corresponding to different DMs and spin periods. 

The detection of the correct spin periods and DMs, 

unknown a priori, of two pulsar-like signals by the 

Mid.PSSE signal chain demonstrates that it performs its 

intended function. Also, the recovery of over 98% of the 

SNR of the unquantized signal chain by the quantized 

signal chain proves that the Mid.CBF PSS beamformer is 

performing the key signal processing operations including 

delay tracking well above the specified SNR requirement. 
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Figure 3. The spectrogram of a series dispersed pulses 

generated using the method outlined in Section 3. 


